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Introduction 
 For years, people have enjoyed warm summer days on the waterways of the world. Many 
have chosen to spend this time indulging in water-sport activities such as: waterskiing, tubing, 
wakeboarding. As these water-sport activities have become increasingly more popular, boats 
have been rapidly advancing to accommodate the demands of serious water-sports enthusiasts 
who are taking these sports to new levels. This new generation of riders is demanding a higher 
amount of control of the wake. For this reason, boats can now be equipped with ballast systems 
which can be adjusted to create the “perfect” wake. These ballast systems are controlled by the 
boat’s captain.  
 However, it is important to note that the addition of these systems has increased the 
responsibilities of the captain. In several reported cases, the captain has been distracted from 
more important tasks such as speed control, navigation, and general safety of all passengers. In 
order to allow a captain to focus on these more important priorities, and to also allow a rider to 
have the benefits of these wake control systems, a safer solution must be determined. 
 One possible solution to allow for the safest operation of all passengers is to (1) put more 
control in the hands of the rider and (2) manually/automatically alert the captain that a rider has 
disengaged from the riding apparatus. The implementation of such an idea would involve a 
wireless system in which the rider would use a remote control to fill or empty the boat’s ballasts. 
This would replace the current, unreliable hand signal communication that occurs between the 
rider and the captain. In addition, the wireless system would include a technology that 
automatically notifies the captain that a rider has disengaged and the boat must return to the 
position of the fallen rider. 
 By allowing the rider to directly control the ballast systems, the captain no longer has to 
bear the added responsibilities of ballast control. With an automatic rider status alert system, the 
captain can be immediately notified when a rider has disengaged from the riding apparatus. Both 
of these benefits furthermore ensure the safety of all passengers as the captain can focus on the 
most important responsibilities of speed control, navigation, and overall passenger safety.   
Project Need 
 The proposed project will be designed to accomplish the following: 

o Simplify the responsibilities of a boat’s captain 
o Provide a water sport enthusiast with control of the wake depth and direction 
o Relay feedback to the captain that the water sport enthusiast has disengaged from 

the tow rope 
o Increase the overall safety for all passengers and riders 

 

 

Scope 
The scope of this proposed project includes: 

o Design of a wireless transmitter device for rider 
o Design of a receiver device for boat 
o Assembly of hardware 
o Establishment of test procedures 
o Definition and evaluation of success criteria 
o Validation of design 
o Implementation of final design 
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Credibility 
Collective Credibility 

5th year EET seniors with proficient course completion in the following:  
o Circuits Analysis I-III 
o Digital System 1-II 
o Electric Communication 
o Electronics 
o Embedded Systems 
o Linear Electronics 
o Wireless Communication 

Individual Credibility 

Max Lengerich (BS-EET) 
o 1yr Networking, cost reports (University of Cincinnati Utilities Management) 
o 1.5yrs assembly line controls, project managing, schematic design (Duke Energy) 

Tony Wagner (BS-EET) 
o 1yr Upstream Product Research – consumer research, product durability (P&G, 

Baby Care)  
o 2yrs Power, Control, & Information Systems - Best value option analysis, cost 

analysis, project management, controls system architecture and design, Allen 
Bradley PLCs, RSLogix, sensor testing, reading and updating 
electrical/mechanical/pneumatic drawings, automated recipe management, VBA 
programming, mechatronics, motor/drive sizing, motor/drive tuning, web 
handling techniques (P&G, Baby Care)  

Zak Wagner (BS-EET) 
o 2 yrs Controls design/install/ PLC programming (EMCOR Services Automated 

Controls) 
o 4yrs of experienced boating, boat rebuilds, and boating equipment. 
o 6yrs of water sports experience. 

 
 
 
 

Summary 
 Currently the captain has all the responsibility when pulling a rider. He needs to fill the 
ballast which determines the size and shape of the wake, make sure the rider is prepared for take-
off, make sure the individuals on board are secure. Once the boat is under way the captain must 
adjust the ballasts for optimum wake shape and size dependent on the rider’s desire. The captain 
determines what type of wake the rider would like based on communication (hand gestures) 
between the rider and the captain. Typically there is loud music and loud conversation with the 
other individuals on board which makes the communication between the rider and captain 
difficult. Another issue is the captain’s only way of knowing a rider has fallen is by looking in a 
small rearview mirror usually blocked by other passengers or if he is notified by another 
individual on the watercraft. This design would allow the rider to adjust size and shape of the 
wake by using a wireless controller. The wireless controller would also monitor the rider and 
notify the captain when the rider has fallen. 
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Background Info 
 Current Ballast Operation 

 Fill Sequence 
 When the captain flips the three way switch to the fill position the 2 way pump 
rotates the impeller in a forward motion sucking water from the inlet port through the one 
way valve through the pump and into the ballast. Once the ballast is completely filled all 
excess water will flood out of the vent and back into the body of water. The captain may 
then turn off the pump and the ballast will remain full since the placement of the drain 
port is above the top of the ballast and the fill line has a one way valve. A sketch of this 
process can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
 
Drain Sequence 
 When the captain flips the three way switch to the drain position the 2 way pump 
rotates the impeller in a backwards motion sucking the water out of the ballast through 
the pump through the one way valve on the drain pipe, but not through the one way valve 
on the fill pipe due to its direction, then up and out the drain port. Once the ballast is 
completely empty no water will flow out of the drain port and the captain can turn off the 
pump. A sketch of this process can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Current Ballast Operation 
 

 Current Communication Between Rider and Captain 

  Due to a very noisey environment associated with watersports, for a rider to notify 
the driver to adjust the depth and/or direction of the wake, the rider must use hand signals 
to indicate what changes to the wake the rider would like. This form of communication 
does not only distract the driver from the main goal of safely navigating and steering the 
boat properly, but it also does not allow the driver to have real time notification of the 
status of the rider (engaged or disengaged). 

Problem 
 Definition 

o Driver currently has an immense amount of responsibility that affects passenger 
safety and rider experience. 

o Poor communication between rider, observer, and driver 
o Rider experience is limited by lack of personal control 
o No real-time method for determining status of a rider 
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 Statistics and Regulations 

  According to the US Coast Guard records the two leading causes in boating 
accidents in 2010 and 2011 are operater inattention and improper lookout.This can be 
seen in tables 2 and 3 below. 

Table 2: Boating Accident Statistics 2010 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
US Coast Guard Recreational Boating Statistics 2010 

Table 3: Boating Accident Statistics 2011 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

US Coast Guard Recreational Boating Statistics 2011 

Spotter Requirements 

  Ohio state law requires an individual on board of a boat to be devoted to watching 
the water sport enthusiast. Excerpts of Ohio ordinances pertaining to this law can be seen 
below. Adherence to these laws will be included as a part of the scope of the proposed 
project as the intended design will further assist the vessel’s captain by being notified that 
the rider has disengaged.  
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“Observer Required when Towing Skier” (ORC 1547.15) 

 
“Any person who operates a vessel towing a person on water skis, surfboard, 
other similar devices or barefoot skier shall have an observer ten years of age or 
older in the vessel who shall at all times observe the person being towed. The 
vessel operator shall observe the traffic pattern. No person shall permit operation 
of a vessel in violation of this section.” (Ohio DNR) 
  

Solution 
 Create two modules, a “User Module” and a “Boat Module”. Each module consists of a 
Series 1 Xbee radio and an Arduino Mega 2560. The User Module interfaces a series of switches 
for ballast control and a pushbutton for sending an alarm to the Arduino. The Arduino then 
collects and interprets the data before allowing for a sill or drain sequence of the ballasts to 
occur. At any point in time, however, if the alarm command is sent, all ballast control from the 
User Module is terminated until the boat’s captain acknowledges the alarm and resets the system 
to allow for User control to resume. It is also important to note that the captain can acquire 
control and adjust the boat’s ballast system at any time. The User Module’s flow chart is shown 
below in figure 4, and the Boad Module’s flow chart is shown below in figure 5. 
 
 Why is it a solution 

 The project will eliminate the distractions associated with controlling the depth 
and direction and the need to constantly look in the mirror or look back to see if the rider 
is still being towed. 
 

 Implementation of solution 

 User Module sends a signal to the Boat Module that indicates the riders status and 
send a command to the ballast pumps to fill or drain. 

 
 Establish credibility 

  Our knownledge in circuit design and wireless communication along with our 
teams background in project design and implementation will be key factors in completing 
this project. Our advisor specializes in electronics and will be a great source of 
knowledge and resources for our team. 
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Figure 4 User Micro Controller Flow Chart 
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Figure 5 

Boat Micro 

Controller Flow Chart 

Truth Tables 
 In figure 6.1 the ballast distrbution of a boat is shown; “A” represents the ballast in the 
front of the boat, while “B” and “C” represent ballasts in the back of the boat. These ballasts can 
be filled or drained to adjust the weight distribution in the boat. Figure 6.2 shows how the ballast 
system can be used to control the direction of the wake. In figure 6.3 the depth control of the 
wake is shown. These figures demenstrate how weight in different locations of the boat can 
effect the wakes shape. 
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Figure 6.2: Wake Direction Control Truth Table  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Wake Depth Control Truth Table 

Implementation 
 Schedule                    

 Considering all three team members are attending the University of Cincinnati as 
full-time students and holding part time jobs, there are assumed to be time conflicts. 
Thus, a preliminary schedule has been created in which each team member is resposible 
for weekly updates to ensure smooth project progress. A Gantt Chart of this schedule has 
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Figure 6.1: Ballast Locations 
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been provided as an attachment to this document (see Gantt Chart). Each team member 
will have a  designated task to complete with an associated completion date before the 
team meets to discuss any issues or developments when all team members are avaliable 
to so. Another issue taken into consideration is weather during the winter season when 
most progress will be made. Since the water sport season doesn’t officially start until 
May, the team will have to be agile with progress during the winter months while 
completing the testing phase on water. It is important to note however that the majority of 
the testing will be completed on land. The final issue to take into consideration is water 
conditions. The Ohio River is the closest body of water with easy access yet the river is 
often flooded in the spring making boating conditions unsafe. Thus, trips to a nearby lake 
may be required depending on weather conditions in late winter/early spring. 

 Budget 

 The final budget analysis has each part name, number, and price associated with 
each  part. This can be seen in Figure 7 below. The highest cost involved is equipment 
including a boat, ballasts, pumps, hardware, etc. It is important to note however that one 
team member owns a boat and a ballast system. The final portion of the project budget 
will include the core components including custom PCB’s, transmitters, receivers, 
microcontrollers, and other miscellaneous electronic items. The cost of these items will 
be divided evenly between each student.  

 

Table 7: Project Budget 

 

Senior Design Budget 

Component Part # Quantity Price Total 

XBee Wireless Kit Retail RTL-11445 1 $94.95  $94.95  

XBee Shield WRL-10854 1 $24.95  $24.95  

Arduino Stackable Header - 6 Pin PRT-09280 2 $0.50  $1.00  

Arduino Stackable Header - 8 Pin PRT-09279 2 $0.50  $1.00  

Arduino Mega 2560 REV3 Mega 2 $59.99  $119.98  

6SPDT 54-303E 6 $2.00  $12.00  

Water Pump M-1430 6 $23.00  $138.00  

LED   17 $0.50  $8.50  

Push Buttons   2 $0.50  $1.00  

Printed Circuit Board   2 $4.00  $8.00  

Enclosure   2 $10.00  $20.00  

Relay   6 $5.00  $30.00  

Total $459.38  
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Rational and Benefits: 
 

o Ensures safety of all passengers by allowing the driver to focus on steering, speed and 
navagation. 

o Increases the watersport enthusiasts experience through personal control of the wake 
depth and direction. 

o Reduces the complexity of the drivers responsibilities through the rider status alert and 
the rider defined ballast control. 

o Increases the reliability of driver to rider communications. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 Master Wake was originally designed to reduce the responsibilities of a boat’s captain 
while enhancing a water sport enthusiast’s experience through personalized wake control. The 
main objective for this project was to create a system that would allow the rider to control wake 
shape via the ballast system already present in some boats. This system would replace the current 
hand signal communication between the rider and the captain and would allow the captain to 
focus on more important responsibilities. This was accomplished by using two Arduino Mega 
microcontrollers that communicate wirelessly using XBee radios (ZigBee / IEEE 802 standard 
protocol). The user-end microcontroller was designed to interpret user input associated with 
ballast commands (fill or drain) and panic commands (loss of signal or fallen rider) before 
wirelessly transmitting this data to the boat’s micro controller. The boat-end microcontroller was 
designed with two modes of operation in mind: user control mode and captain control mode. 
While in user control mode, the boat microcontroller was designed to allow for data to be 
received from the user microcontroller. As previously mentioned, this data corresponds to the 
user input for desired ballast commands or panic commands. Once data is received, the data is 
interpreted before the boat microcontroller sends commands to the ballast system for ballast 
pump control. In the event that a panic command is received (loss of signal or fallen rider), the 
ballast system ceases current operation and the captain is immediately notified. Before the ballast 
system can resume any operation, the captain must put the system into his control (captain 
control mode) and acknowledge the alarm. This was done for safety reasons. While in captain 
control mode, the boat microcontroller was designed to interpret captain input associated with 
ballast commands (fill or drain). It should be noted that while in this mode, the user has no 
control of the ballast system. It should also be noted that the main objective for the design behind 
the captain control mode was to have the same look and feel that a current boat’s ballast system 
currently has. 
 It should be noted that there were several deviations from the original design proposed in 
the design phase of this project. The first deviation was a change in hard ware from pushbuttons 
3-way (center off) switches. It should be noted that some current systems use 2-way pumps and a 
simultaneous fill and drain command on the same ballast would be possibly damaging to the 
system. Thus, this decision was driven by the need to make system more user friendly and error 
proof. The second deviation was the method for sending the panic command. Originally, the 
proposed design was to automatically alert the captain when the rider disengaged from the 
towrope. Considering a rider will sometimes let go of the rope while performing tricks a better 
solution had to be determined. Thus, the panic command was handled with two methods: a panic 
push button the rider could press once he disengaged from the tow rope, and an automatic panic 
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that alerts the captain that the rider is out of range or there is not enough power in the user 
module to continue to allow the user to have control. It should be noted that when the rider 
presses the panic pushbutton, the alarm LED on the captain’s dashboard is a solid yellow while 
loss of signal / low power will blink the LED. This distinction of alarm types was made to help 
the captain quickly know how to address the current issue without having to distract him from 
his other responsibilities. 
 Finally, after completing the final testing phases of this project, the team recommends 
several points for further improvement of the Master Wake project. These next steps include 
creating a water proof module enclosures, utilizing printed circuit boards and smaller Arduinos 
to reduce overall size of both modules and make the product more aesthetically appealing, and 
optimizing communication range and stability by using a stronger antenna. 
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Appendix A User Module Code 
 
// Author: Anthony M. Wagner 
// Co-Author(s): Max Lengerich, Zachary Wagner 
// Date: 2/15/2013 
// Title: Wireless Wake Control User Module Microcontroller Code v1.0 
// 
// 
********************************************************ABSTRACT***************************
***************************** 
//  This code is for the user module's microcontroller and specifically serves the purpose of interpreting the 
data coming 
// from the user input from ON-OFF-ON 3-Way switches. The change from push buttons was done to make user 
operation more "fool-proof 
// It should be noted that debouncing was implemented so that switch bouncing would not have a negative effect on 
what is to be  
// transmitted. Finally, an addiotnal variable was established called "UserTxData" which was established as a byte. 
This variable 
// was written to contain binary data that corresponded to user input so that it could later be used for serial 
communication. 
// It should be noted that each bit within the byte corresponds to the following commands: 
//      Bit0 = Drain Ballast 1 
//      Bit1 = Fill Ballast 1  
//      Bit2 = Drain Ballast 2 
//      Bit3 = Fill Ballast 2 
//      Bit4 = Drain Ballast 3 
//      Bit5 = Fill Ballast 3 
//      Bit6 = Alarm Captain 
//      Bit7 = Not Used 
// 
// By implementing the 3-way switches, and by using this bit allocation, only 1 byte is needed to transfer any 
combination of 
// commands without the risk of sending an erroneous "Fill & Drain" command for one ballast. 
// 
// Next Steps: 
// 1.) Allow for "User Feedback" from Boat module microcontroller 
//     a.) Action sequence feedback 
//     b.) Alarm recieved & decativated 
//     c.) Captain ballast override 
// 2.) Allow for Serial communication 
 
 
// ********** INITIALIZE VARIABLES ********** 
// Input Pin Assignments 
int D1PB = 53; 
int F1PB = 51; 
int D2PB = 49; 
int F2PB = 47; 
int D3PB = 45; 
int F3PB = 43; 
int ALPB = 41; 
int ALLED = 39; 
 
// Software Variables 
boolean D1On = false; 
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boolean F1On = false; 
boolean D2On = false; 
boolean F2On = false; 
boolean D3On = false; 
boolean F3On = false; 
boolean ALOn = false; 
 
boolean D1State = LOW; 
boolean F1State = LOW; 
boolean D2State = LOW; 
boolean F2State = LOW; 
boolean D3State = LOW; 
boolean F3State = LOW; 
boolean ALPBlastState = LOW; 
boolean ALPBnowState = LOW; 
 
byte UserTxData = B00000000; 
byte UserRxData = B00000000; 
 
// Variable Setup 
void setup() 
{ 
  // Communication Configuration 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  Serial3.begin(9600); 
   
  // Pin Configuration 
  pinMode(D1PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(F1PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(D2PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(F2PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(D3PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(F3PB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(ALPB, INPUT); 
  pinMode(ALLED, OUTPUT); 
} // END SETUP 
 
// ********** MAIN LOOP ********** 
void loop() 
{ 
  if (Serial.available() > 0) 
  { 
    UserRxData = Serial.read(); 
    if (bitRead(UserRxData, 0) == HIGH) 
    { 
      ALOn = false; 
    } 
  } 
   
    EvaluateD1Input(); 
    EvaluateF1Input(); 
    EvaluateD2Input(); 
    EvaluateF2Input(); 
    EvaluateD3Input(); 
    EvaluateF3Input(); 
    EvaluateALInput(); 
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    UpdateUserTxData(); 
    OutputUserTxData(); 
} // END MAIN LOOP 
 
// ********** EVALUATE USER INPUT SUBROUTINES ********** 
//Evaluate D1 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateD1Input() 
{ 
  D1State = debounceD1(D1State); 
  if (D1State == HIGH) 
  { 
    D1On = true; 
  } 
  else if (D1State == LOW) 
  { 
    D1On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
// Evaluate F1 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateF1Input() 
{ 
  F1State = debounceF1(F1State); 
  if (F1State == HIGH) 
  { 
    F1On = true; 
  } 
  else if (F1State == LOW) 
  { 
    F1On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
// Evaluate D2 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateD2Input() 
{ 
  D2State = debounceD2(D2State); 
  if (D2State == HIGH) 
  { 
    D2On = true; 
  } 
  else if (D2State == LOW) 
  { 
    D2On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
 
// Evaluate F2 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateF2Input() 
{ 
  F2State = debounceF2(F2State); 
  if (F2State == HIGH) 
  { 
    F2On = true; 
  } 
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  else if (F2State == LOW) 
  { 
    F2On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
// Evaluate D3 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateD3Input() 
{ 
  D3State = debounceD3(D3State); 
  if (D3State == HIGH) 
  { 
    D3On = true; 
  } 
  else if (D3State == LOW) 
  { 
    D3On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
 
// Evaluate F3 Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateF3Input() 
{ 
  F3State = debounceF3(F3State); 
  if (F3State == HIGH) 
  { 
    F3On = true; 
  } 
  else if (F3State == LOW) 
  { 
    F3On = false; 
  } 
} 
 
// Evaluate AL Input Subroutine 
void EvaluateALInput() 
{ 
  ALPBnowState = debounceAL(ALPBlastState); 
  if (ALPBlastState == LOW && ALPBnowState == HIGH) 
  { 
    ALOn = !ALOn; 
  } // END IF 
    ALPBlastState = ALPBnowState; 
} 
 
// ********** DEBOUNCING SUBROUTINES ********** 
// Debounce D1 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceD1(boolean lastD1) 
{ 
  boolean nowD1 = digitalRead(D1PB); 
  if (lastD1 != nowD1) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowD1 = digitalRead(D1PB); 
  } 
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  return nowD1; 
} // END DEBOUNCED1 
 
// Debounce F1 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceF1(boolean lastF1) 
{ 
  boolean nowF1 = digitalRead(F1PB); 
  if (lastF1 != nowF1) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowF1 = digitalRead(F1PB); 
  } 
  return nowF1; 
} // END DEBOUNCEF1 
 
// Debounce D2 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceD2(boolean lastD2) 
{ 
  boolean nowD2 = digitalRead(D2PB); 
  if (lastD2 != nowD2) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowD2 = digitalRead(D2PB); 
  } 
  return nowD2; 
} // END DEBOUNCED2 
 
// Debounce F2 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceF2(boolean lastF2) 
{ 
  boolean nowF2 = digitalRead(F2PB); 
  if (lastF2 != nowF2) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowF2 = digitalRead(F2PB); 
  } 
  return nowF2; 
} // END DEBOUNCEF2 
 
// Debounce D3 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceD3(boolean lastD3) 
{ 
  boolean nowD3 = digitalRead(D3PB); 
  if (lastD3 != nowD3) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowD3 = digitalRead(D3PB); 
  } 
  return nowD3; 
} // END DEBOUNCED3 
 
// Debounce F3 Pushbutton 
boolean debounceF3(boolean lastF3) 
{ 
  boolean nowF3 = digitalRead(F3PB); 
  if (lastF3 != nowF3) 
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  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowF3 = digitalRead(F3PB); 
  } 
  return nowF3; 
} // END DEBOUNCEF3 
 
// Debounce AL Pushbutton 
boolean debounceAL(boolean lastAL) 
{ 
  boolean nowAL = digitalRead(ALPB); 
  if (lastAL != nowAL) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowAL = digitalRead(ALPB); 
  } 
  return nowAL; 
} // END DEBOUNCEAL 
 
// ********** UPDATE UserTxData SUBROUTINE ********** 
void UpdateUserTxData() 
{ 
  // Drain 1 Command 
  if (D1On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 0, 1); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 0, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Fill 1 Command 
  if (F1On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 1, 1); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 1, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Drain 2 Command 
  if (D2On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 2, 1); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 2, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Fill 2 Command 
  if (F2On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 3, 1); 
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  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 3, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Drain 3 Command 
  if (D3On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 4, 1); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 4, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Fill 3 Command 
  if (F3On == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 5, 1); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 5, 0); 
  } 
   
  // Alarm Command 
    if (ALOn == true) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 6, 1); 
    digitalWrite (ALLED, HIGH); 
  } 
  else if (ALOn == false) 
  { 
    bitWrite(UserTxData, 6, 0); 
    digitalWrite (ALLED, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // In Range Bit Check - always transmit a 1 on leading bit 
  bitWrite(UserTxData, 7, 1); 
} 
 
// ********** OUTPUT UserTxData SUBROUTINE ********** 
void OutputUserTxData() 
{ 
  // Serial.println(UserTxData, BIN); 
  // Serial3.write(UserTxData);      // Serial Connections 
  Serial.write(UserTxData);          // XBee Connections 
} 
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Appendix B Boat Module Code 
 
// Author: Anthony M. Wagner 
// Co-Author(s): Max Lengerich, Zachary Wagner 
// Date: 2/4/2013 
// Title: Wireless Wake Control Boat Microcontroller Code v1.0 
// 
// 
********************************************************ABSTRACT***************************
***************************** 
//  This code is for the boat's microcontroller and specifically serves the purpose of interpretting the data 
coming 
// from the receiver. It should be noted that a priority system was implemented such that if the alarm is triggered, no 
other 
// events can be processed. It should also be noted that filling and draining of the same ballast cannot occur at the 
same 
// time. If this occurs, an "Error" LED will light showing that the condition is erroneous. 
//  
// Next Steps: 
// 1.) Decide whether to time output sequence, or to remain high until button is pressed again 
 
// ********** INITIALIZE VARIABLES ********** 
// Input Pin Assignments 
int UCS = 36; 
int CCS = 38; 
int CD1Pin = 40; 
int CF1Pin = 42; 
int CD2Pin = 44; 
int CF2Pin = 46; 
int CD3Pin = 48; 
int CF3Pin = 50; 
int CALS = 52; 
 
// Output Pin Assignments 
int D1Pin = 22; 
int F1Pin = 24; 
int D2Pin = 26; 
int F2Pin = 28; 
int D3Pin = 30; 
int F3Pin = 32; 
int ALPin = 34; 
 
// Software Variables 
byte BoatRxData = B00000000; 
byte BoatTxData = B00000000; 
boolean CALState = LOW; 
boolean CALAck = false; 
long TimeoutCounter = 0; 
boolean outofrange = false; 
 
// Variable Setup 
void setup() 
{     
  // Communication Configuration 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
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  Serial3.begin(9600); 
   
  // Pin Configuration 
  pinMode(UCS, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CCS, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CD1Pin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CF1Pin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CD2Pin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CF2Pin, INPUT);   
  pinMode(CD3Pin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CF3Pin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(CALS, INPUT);   
  pinMode(D1Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(F1Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(D2Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(F2Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(D3Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(F3Pin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(ALPin, OUTPUT); 
} 
 
 
// Begin Initial Loop 
void loop() 
{ 
    ReadRxData(); 
} 
 
// ********** READ RECIEVED INPUT FROM USER MODULE ********** 
void ReadRxData() 
{ 
  while(Serial.available() == 0) 
  {  
    if (digitalRead(CCS) == HIGH) 
    { 
      TimeoutCounter = 0; 
      CaptainBallastControl(); 
    } 
     
    else if (digitalRead(CCS) == LOW && TimeoutCounter > 5000) 
    { 
      digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
      digitalWrite(ALPin, HIGH); 
      delay(250); 
      digitalWrite(ALPin, LOW); 
      delay(250); 
    } 
     
    else if (digitalRead(CCS) == LOW && TimeoutCounter <= 5000) 
    { 
      TimeoutCounter = TimeoutCounter + 1; 
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    } 
  } 
   
  TimeoutCounter = 0; 
  BoatRxData = Serial.read();              // XBee Connections 
  EvaluateRxData();  
} 
 
// ********** EVALUATE RECIEVED INPUT FROM USER MODULE ********** 
void EvaluateRxData() 
{ 
  if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 6) == HIGH) 
  { 
    AlarmIsOn(); 
  } 
  else if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 6) == LOW) 
  { 
    AlarmIsOff(); 
  }   
} 
 
// ********** ALARM IS ON ********** 
void AlarmIsOn() 
{ 
    digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(ALPin, HIGH); 
    
   while (CALAck == false) 
   { 
    CALState = debounce(CALState); 
     
    if (CALState == HIGH) 
    { 
      CALAck = true; 
    } 
     
    else if (CALState == LOW) 
    { 
      CALAck == false; 
    } 
   } 
 
   BoatTxData = B00000001; 
   Serial.write(BoatTxData); 
   digitalWrite(ALPin, LOW); 
   CALAck = false; 
} 
 
// ********** ALARM IS OFF ********** 
void AlarmIsOff() 
{ 
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    BoatTxData = B00000000; 
    Serial.write(BoatTxData); 
 
    digitalWrite(ALPin, LOW); 
     
    if (digitalRead(UCS) == HIGH) 
    { 
      UserBallastControl(); 
    } 
     
    else if (digitalRead(UCS) == LOW) 
    { 
      CaptainBallastControl(); 
    } 
} 
 
 
// ********** User Fill / Drain Dequence ********** 
void UserBallastControl() 
{     
    digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
   
      // Drain Ballast 1 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 0) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D1Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
      } 
       
      // Fill Ballast 1 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 1) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F1Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
      } 
      
      // Drain Ballast 2 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 2) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D2Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
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      } 
       
      // Fill Ballast 2 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 3) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F2Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
      }     
      // Drain Ballast 2 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 4) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D3Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
      } 
      // Fill Ballast 3 
      if (bitRead(BoatRxData, 5) == HIGH) 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F3Pin, HIGH); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
        digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
      } 
      
} 
// ********** Captain Fill / Drain Sequence ********** 
void CaptainBallastControl() 
{ 
    digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
    digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
  // Drain Ballast 1 
  if(digitalRead(CD1Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D1Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D1Pin, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // Fill Ballast 1 
  if(digitalRead(CF1Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(F1Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
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  { 
    digitalWrite(F1Pin, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // Drain Ballast 2 
  if(digitalRead(CD2Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D2Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D2Pin, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // Fill Ballast 2 
  if(digitalRead(CF2Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(F2Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    digitalWrite(F2Pin, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // Drain Ballast 3 
  if(digitalRead(CD3Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D3Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    digitalWrite(D3Pin, LOW); 
  } 
   
  // Fill Ballast 3 
  if(digitalRead(CF3Pin) == HIGH) 
  { 
    digitalWrite(F3Pin, HIGH); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    digitalWrite(F3Pin, LOW); 
  } 
} 
 
// ********** Debouncing Subroutine ********** 
boolean debounce (boolean lastCAL) 
{ 
  boolean nowCAL = digitalRead(CALS); 
  if (lastCAL != nowCAL) 
  { 
    delay(1); 
    nowCAL = digitalRead(CALS); 
  } 
  return nowCAL; 
} 
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